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Jazz All Night!
A recent posting by the West Virginia Jazz Society (WVJS) on Facebook and an associated article in this
publication, has generated more response than any previous similar previous WVJS posting.
We were reacting to results of a
survey of potential tourists indicating
that more nightlife options and higher
end accommodations were priorities
listed ahead of the outdoor recreation
and scenic beauty West Virginia has
traditionally featured in its promotions
and advertising.
The graphic posted read, “In West
Virginia, you can golf, hike, bike, ski,
tour and explore, all day long,
then...Jazz All Night!”

“What we were trying to say is
that live jazz music makes us stand
out, and nothing about that conflicts
with the outdoor recreation, scenic
beauty and other traditional West
Virginia attractions at which we excel,” said Eric Spelsberg, WVJS. “It
actually enhances what is here now
through a growing market segment..”
Scores of people reacted by
“liking” the post or by emailing
through the WVJS web site or direct
to WVJazzSociety@aol.com.
One Morgantown resident was
inspired to email with an idea for a
jazz radio station and live jazz show.
“How about “Mountain Jazz?” he
declared and asked at the same time.
CONTINUED NEXT PAGE

Best Of Stroll Series
After the first Jazz Stroll event in
Clarksburg in June 2013, a few enthusiastic patrons asked for weekly
repeats of the six hour live jazz extravaganza, sometimes adding a wish
for “this kind of entertainment every
night”.
While it might not be a nightly offering, the live jazz flame is being
kept alive with a series of “Best of the
Stroll” performances planned by the
West Virginia Jazz Society.
On April 17, Marshall Keys - veteran of two previous WVS events will be in Clarksburg’s Washington
Square from 7pm to 10pm, appearing
with The Cool Cats.
Keys was named Washington,
DC’s top alto saxophonist by the City
Paper entertainment guide, and has a
resume listing performances at the

Kennedy Center and with jazz notable Jimmy McGriff, to name a very
few.
The Cool Cats is a group with
whom Keys has shared a “very positive chemistry”,
according
to
Cool Cat guitarist and vocalist,
Seth
Maynard.
“ E v e r y
show with Marshall has been
special,” said
Maynard.
Tickets at
304-269-3683,
or email to
Marshall Keys
WVJazzSociety@aol.com

Tom Harrison of The Entertainers

Davin Seamon will play piano for Too Cool
For School, a showcase of student soloists

New Bands Join
Jazz Weekend
Timely arrivals to the Bridgeport
Art Council’s 2015 Winter Jazz
Weekend on Jan 23-24 will enjoy
two opening acts before the featured performances begin.
Appearing at 7pm on Friday, will
be Phil Wyatt and The Entertainers with Wyatt on tenor sax/ vocals,
Tom Harrison on piano, Mark Cappellini on drums, and Victor
Dvoskin on bass.
Appearing Saturday at 7pm is
Too Cool For School, a band organized to showcase student soloists playing with a veteran rhythm
section of Davin Seamon on piano,
backed up by Cappellini and
Dvoskin.
Opening acts appear courtesy
of the West Virginia Jazz Society,
the Bridgeport Conference Center
and WV Wesleyan College.
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Jazz All Night! (Cont)
Others got in touch to find out where to read about the
survey, and another person, one of the recent Stroll venues
owners, called to say, “That’s what Clarksburg Uptown has
been preaching all along.”
CU is a nonprofit development group embracing the arts
as part of their efforts to revitalize Clarksburg, WV’s business district. CU asked WVJS to help by programming live
jazz music for two annual Stroll
events.
No matter its origins, basigolf, hike, bike, ski, tour
cally stated, the “idea” is to
and explore, all day long,
then...
strategically develop “nightlife”
options that increase the appeal of West Virginia for destination travelers, and to make
live jazz music a primary part
of the options developed.
To make that work, there
would have to be some adjustment of tourism funding priorities in strategic response to the survey data, and that means
“change”, which people don’t like, according to WVJS officials.
“We’ve been fortunate to work with CVBs and other
groups that seem to be ahead of the curve in terms of where
they see future markets,” said Eric Spelsberg, WVJS President. “The funding for tourism and promotion is way too limited to spend in any way that is not strategic.”
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June 19 Summer
Jazz Stroll Lineup
“The Piano Men” is the theme of the 2015 Summer
Jazz Stroll set for Friday, June 19, in Clarksburg, West
Virginia, according to Clarksburg Uptown, Inc., the
group sponsoring the event.
Among the keyboard artists invited to perform in the
multi venue festival of live jazz music are The Davin
Seamon Band in Kelly’s Pub, The Lee Covington Quartet from Richmond, Virginia, in Main St. Cafe, Bob
Thompson, West Virginia’s “Godfather of Jazz” in Fifth
Floor Lounge, Washington,DC’s Robert Redd in Staving Artist Studio and Alon Nechushtan from Tel Aviv,
Israel, in Washington Square. All venues are in the
same two city blocks and less than five minutes “stroll”
from one to the other.
Acting as booking agent for CU, the West Virginia
Jazz Society hopes to engage Cumberland, Maryland,
pianist, Tom Harrison, for a special performance in a
venue to be determined.
In addition to the live jazz, educational programming
is being developed to expand the event’s scope and
relevance to the community.
More info on CU from: mlambiotte@frontier.net.
For info on the West Virginia Jazz Society, email to:
WVJazzSociety@aol.com or phone 304-2690-368.

“Dim lights, thick smoke and
two Advil for my knee.”

The Grey Agents
FEBRUARY 21
CD DEBUT PARTY— 8pm

Main St. Café
331 W. Main St Clarksburg, WV

304-669-5215

Disclaimer
We sure don’t want to, but sometimes we make mistakes, so no
phone number, address or other piece of information herein
should be taken to be certifiably accurate.
Think of the typographical errors, the misspellings and the just
plain wrong as “blue notes” that provide you
with a chance to improvise.
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BLUE NOTES
The long term vision that drives what we do
at the West Virginia Jazz Society is of local
clubs and music halls offering jazz of multiple
genres on a nightly basis.
It wouldn’t have to be a giant jazz scene as in
NYC or New Orleans, but one that passes for
“giant” because it’s concentrated in a couple of
blocks of one of West Virginia’s small cities.
With more than one or two cities offering this
nightlife alternative, our region can become a
national destination for the millions of jazz music fans in the eastern Unites States, and possibly, the world.
“America’s Jazz Crossroads” will have to be
self-sustaining through revenues earned, not
through grant funding and art patrons. Even tually, venues will have to book gigs because they
understand it is a way to make more money. It’s
always been like that with jazz, and always will
be, which is cool.
In today’s music industry, it is harder and
harder for a musician to make a living recording
music full time. The corporations and those who
control the distribution of music are the
ones that make most of the money.
The dynamic is changing, however, as artists
come to see live performance as the way to get
a better part of the money being spent on music.
That means smaller venues, more gigs in more
places, and more intimate performances that
create loyal fans, and fans who put a high value
on the live music experience.
Those fans are out there. Three dozen or so
are coming to a Marshall Keys gig at Washington
Square in Clarksburg on Friday, April 17, paying
$35 at ticket, sold in ten days without advertising or promotion other than Facebook and email.
Virtually all the tickets were purchased by
people who had experienced a Marshall Keys
show in Clarksburg or in Bridgeport in a WV
Jazz Society production. This is how it begins.
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All About Jazz review of PUSH
Seasoned trumpeter, composer and educator Eddie
Allen's highly awaited Push is a mix of mainstream
jazz with generous sprinklings of urban flavors and
reggae thrown into the
mix. Allen and the excellent group of musicians he assembled for
this release is simply
riveting, with pure jazz
and catchy flowing
rhythms from start to
finish.
Allen states that the
goal of this project was
simply to create some
good, "fun to listen to music."
The album opens with the hip, up-tempo "Nakia,"
on which Allen quickly shines through with a cleanbreaking trumpet solo followed by Keith Loftie on
tenor sax. Trombonist Dion Tucker then kicks it up to
the next level, followed by pianist Mark Soskin, and
finally, Misha Tsiganov brings it home on the keyboards. "Sacred Ground" follows, beginning with flowing rhythms and a light swing tempo followed with
smoothly galloping solos which complement each
other. "Caress," "Who Can I Turn To" and "With Open
Arms" are smoother, easily evoking images of easily
slipping away and relaxing under a favorite tree on a
quiet afternoon.
Things heat up again on the swinging, Bourbon
Street-type groove of "Hillside Strut," which will
surely have you up and moving. "Whispers in The
Dark" and "Eve Deceived," not surprisingly, again feature crisp trumpet, trombone and keyboard solos, the
first of which finds Allen making his instrument
scream before handing it off to Tucker, who compliments with a lightly taunting solo, followed by Tsiganov. The set concludes with the title track, and this is
where it all breaks loose. Bassist Kenny Davis begins
by taking a heavy workout; from there, each musician
moves in and out, trading and expressing rhythmic
licks while taking their instruments almost to the limit
before rebounding for a clean break finish.
Push is a first-rate recording, filled with breaking
rhythms, smooth grooves, and pure "fun to listen to
music."
-review by Everett R. Davis

Personnel: Eddie Allen: trumpet; Keith Loftis:
tenor sax; Dion Tucker: trombone; Misha Tsiganov: keyborads; Mark Soskin: piano; Kenny
Davis: acoustic bass; E.J.Strickland: drums.
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